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The content list widget is great for keeping everyone in your community updated on recent articles, upcoming events, key
discussions, and more. Filter content by type, space, or tags to focus on specific areas. Filter by author to feature specific users' work,
or filter by publication date to keep only the most relevant information visible. The content list widget is a very flexible
component you can use to highlight important content throughout your intranet.

Properties
Property
Title
Content types
Space
Authors
Tags

Sort by

Total items
Featured

Description
The widget title appears at the top of the widget.
Select the content types to appear in this widget. Leave blank to include all content types. Content types
can have additional options in the widget configuration. See Advanced below for more details.
Select the spaces to include content from. Leave blank to include content from all spaces.
Set space automatically from page will populate the widget with content from the space selected in the
details pane.
Select the authors whose content will appear in the widget. Leave blank to include content by all authors.
Start typing a tag to filter the content in the widget. Leave blank to include content with any tag.
Most Recent
Most Viewed
Most Commented
Highest Rated
Title
Sort Order — Only available when Wiki is selected in the content types filter. Also filter by space, and
select the parent wiki in the Advanced tab.
Ascending
Descending
Max number of items to display
All: Featured and non-featured content
Yes: Featured content only
No: Non-featured content only

Additional properties are available when you filter the content list widget by content type and/or space.
Filter by
Event
Case and space

Case, space, and case project

Template
Card Deck (2 Across) Template
Card Deck (3 Across) Template
Carousel Template
Carousel - Media Template

Additional properties
Upcoming Events
Project
Statuses
Priorities
Reported by
Categories
Milestones
Assigned to

Carousel Photo Template
Carousel with Sidebar Template
Content List Default Template
Event List (Calendar Icon) Template
Event Stacked List Template
Icon List Template
Icon List with Author Template
News Ticker - Horizontal Template
Stacked 3 Across Template
Stacked 4 Across Template
Stacked List Template
Stacked Right Template

Advanced
Field
Custom CSS class
Show Header
Show Footer
Hide Container Border
Ignore Permissions
Title char length
Summary char length
Content published since
Custom Date Range

Content
type(s)

Description
A CSS class to append to the widget.
Check to show the widget's header, which includes the title.
Check to show the widget's footer.
Check to hide the widget's border.
Check to show content regardless of whether the current user has permission to view that content.
The number of characters in the content's title to display before appending "...".
The number of characters in the content's summary to display before appending "...".
How many days, weeks, months old the content can be. This setting takes precedence over the total items
setting. For example, if you set total items to 5, and content published since 1 week ago, if the 5th item
was published over a week ago, it will not appear in the widget.
Check to enter a custom publication date range for content.

Setting and description
The category of the content to display. Leave blank to display content of all categories.

Articles,
Blog,
CMS Page,
Event,
Idea,
Video

The folder to display files from. Leave blank to display files in any folder.

File

The album to display photos from. Leave blank to display photos in any album.

Photo

The parent wiki of the wiki. Leave blank to display any wiki pages.

Wiki

Roles
Choose the roles that can view this widget.
tags : site-administrator

